
         

  

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS  
Archiving and Preserving UPCC Books  
 
Project Muse has entered into an agreement with Portico to provide a digital preservation 
strategy for your e-book content and assure its accessibility for the very long term through 
managed preservation.  

This FAQ was prepared to provide basic information about Portico and digital preservation. 

 

Project Muse is a trusted publishing partner with a great track record.   I know my content is 
safe with them.  Why is third-party digital preservation necessary?  

While proper management and care of the content made available on the platform is a priority 
for Project Muse, true long-term preservation is best handled by experts in that field. Robust 
digital preservation encompasses management policies and activities necessary to ensure the 
enduring usability, authenticity, discoverability, and accessibility of content over the very long-
term. This includes a commitment to migrating content into new formats should existing 
formats become obsolete.  

Libraries that purchase electronic books and journals from Project MUSE recognize the 
importance of digital preservation.  These libraries are requiring that publishers’ online content 
be preserved in a trusted, reliable third-party archive as a condition of purchase.  In addition, 
placing content with a third party ensures that there is not a single point of failure that could 
result in the permanent loss of scholarly content files.  

What is Portico?  

Portico is a community-supported “dark archive” for e-journal, e-book, and digitized collections 
and other forms of electronic scholarly content. Scholarly publishers as well as academic and 
related libraries support the Portico archive. Portico has been certified by the Center for 
Research Libraries as a Trustworthy Digital Repository. To achieve this certification, Portico 



underwent a rigorous review process that confirmed that our practices conform to the 
standards set by the preservation community.  

What is a “dark archive”?  

A dark archive is a long-term failsafe solution to ensure that online published content can never 
become permanently unavailable. In the case of Portico, this means that Portico is invested in 
the long-term management and care of publisher supplied content, not near-term access to 
that content.  Content in a dark archive is never made available for use unless the established 
criteria for access are met.  

Under what conditions would an institution access the UPCC content archived on Portico? 
Project MUSE has agreed to allow Portico to open archived content from the UPCC participating 
publishers for use by Portico participating libraries (currently 741 worldwide) in the case of a 
“trigger event.” Portico defines a trigger event as any condition which causes a title or titles to 
no longer be available from the publisher or any other source.  Trigger events include: 

• Publisher is no longer in business or is no longer in the business of publishing or 
providing online access to previously published content and there is no successor, 
transferee or licensee providing access. 

• Discontinuation of a title by a publisher and there is no successor, transferee or licensee 
providing access. 

• Catastrophic and sustained failure of a publisher’s delivery platform for longer than 90 
days and there is no successor, transferee or licensee providing access 

Because Portico is a community supported archive, when content triggers through Portico, it is 
made available to all Portico Participating Libraries, whether or not they had previously 
purchased or subscribed to the content. 

You mentioned that publishers support the archive. Is this going to cost me anything?  

No. Project Muse is absorbing the cost of preserving the UPCC content in the Portico archive as 
a service and benefit to its publisher partners. 

My press already has an agreement with a different archiving and preservation organization. 
Why should I participate in the MUSE-Portico agreement? 
 
This agreement applies only to the UPCC content and metadata on Project MUSE.  We plan to 
archive defined collections of titles, including the metadata created by the Project MUSE staff.  
We realize that our partner publishers have contributed most but not all their published books 
to the UPCC program, so we do encourage you to consider entering into a discrete agreement 
with Portico or another archiving service in order to ensure that all your published titles are 
preserved in perpetuity (see below). 
 



I’m convinced. Preservation of my UPCC e-book content is a necessary and important part of 
my publishing program.  But, how will this work? 

Project Muse will sign an agreement with Portico committing the UPCC e-book content for 
preservation in the archive. Muse will then supply the XML metadata and PDFs for your books 
to Portico.  Portico will repackage this content into an archival format and ingest it into the 
Portico archive. After content has been ingested, Portico will provide long-term archival 
management and format migration as needed. The content will remain “dark” until such time 
as a trigger event or events occur. If no trigger events occur, no content will be made available 
through Portico.  

I’m so convinced that I’d like to make sure that all of my content—not just the books being 
included in UPCC—are preserved in Portico. What do I do?  

All publishers are free to have discussions and sign direct agreements with Portico to cover 
non-UPCC content that they would like to have preserved in the Portico archive. If this is 
something you’re interested in pursuing, contact publisher.relations@portico.org.  
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